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Japanese Symbols

  Tattoos symbolize 
spiritual guardians 
and social status 



Waves/ Water

  Staple

  Symbol: strength, 
fluidity, life



Dragon

  Element: water

  Symbol: generosity, 
wisdom, and strength

  European dragon: 
power & wealth

  Most popular symbol



Koi Fish

  Symbol: strength, 
courage, and 
perseverance

  Myth: Dragon’s Gate 







Phoenix

  Symbol: revival & victory

  Element: Fire

  Myth: Reborn from 
ashes



Tiger

  Element: wind

  Symbol: strength, 
courage and good 
luck



Lion/ Guardian Dogs

  Symbol: strength, 
power, & protection

  Hero’s tattoo



Snake

  Symbol: Good luck, 
wisdom, & protection 
from bad decisions



Ogre

  Symbol: protection

  In the spirit world, 
ogres punish evil 
doers 



Lotus

  Symbol: wisdom, 
enlightenment, & life



Cherry Blossoms

  Symbol: Life is short 
make every moment 
count



Chrysanthemum

  Symbol: Emperor, 
imagination, perfection, 
God, happiness, & long 
life



Peony

  Symbol: elegance & 
wealth



Maple Leaf

  Element: Air

  Symbol: regeneration 
and the cycle of life



5,000 BCE

  Clay figures with 
engraved faces and 
bodies

  Buried with deceased  



Pazyryk mummies

385 BCE



7th Century

  Seen as barbaric 

  Emperor used as a form 
of punishment



Edo Period (1603-1868)









Buddhist Priests 

  Showed spiritual 
devotion and protection

Miminashi Houichi wrote 
religious text over his 
body to protect himself 
from a demon, but 
forgot to write on his 
ears 



18th Century 

  Tattoos were outlawed

  The Yakuza gang

  Tattooing is painful 
and shows courage

  Showed commitment 

  Outlaws forever



Suikoden



1867
  New emperor

  Tattoo laws were more 
strictly enforced

  Feared westerners would 
find the Japanese barbaric

  Tattoo artists allowed to 
tattoo foreigners but not 
the Japanese 

Duke of York (King George V)



Sailor Jerry (Norman Collins)

  1928 joins the navy

  Learns from Japanese 
tattoo artists in WWII

  1950s creates the 
American Traditional 
style tattoo







Okinawa
  Tattoo culture called 

Hajichi in the Ryukyu 
Kingdom

  Women were priests 
and healers

  Tattooed hands for 
protection

  Thought government 
was taking power





Ainu

  Women were tattooed 
around mouth

  Still practiced today, but 
may use paint instead

  Hokkaido





1937-1945
  Men needed to be 

drafted into the war

  Men with tattoos were 
not drafted

  After WWII tattooing 
became legal again

  Tattoo artists continued 
to work in private as a 
tradition



Today
  You need a medical 

license to tattoo

  Illegal to tattoo a minor

  A lot of bathhouses 
prohibit people with 
tattoos

  There is stigma because 
of gangs
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